2015 Glaetzer Anaperenna
PRESS REVIEWS
Tony Keys – The Key Report
95 Points
No shrinking violet, this wine. But then no great brute either. It’s taut, tight, and rich, so very rich. One knows it’s naughty, but as
is the case with all naughty excesses, willpower is fickle and weak and stands no chance.
Tony Keys, The Key Report, August 2017, Australia

John Fordham – The Sunday Telegraph
Another example of the mastery of red blending, this time with Barossa Valley shiraz and cabernet sauvignon and gun
winemaker Ben Glaetzer in the hot seat. When blended table wines first seriously came into vogue in the 1950s, these were the
varieties that provided the magic. Thankfully, nothing's changed.
John Fordham, The Sunday Telegraph Sydney NSW, July 2017, Australia

Nicks Wine Merchants
97 Points
Magnificent colour displaying an impenetrable inky black core with an equally deep dark purple black hue. Heady aromas of
blackberry, liquorice and ripe blackcurrant waft from the glass underscored by subtle vanillin cedar and tobacco characters, a
faint whiff of mocha and spice. Decadently rich and opulent in its textural feel yet in perfect balance the palate is dripping with
black fruit flavours of liquorice, blackberries and cassis over vanillin cedar, traces of tobacco and spice. A sturdy tannin structure
largely unnoticeable beneath the huge core of fruit. Outstanding power with a very long aftertaste of liquorice, blackberries,
cassis, vanillin cedar, light tobacco infusions and spice.
Published at www.nicks.com.au Nicks Wine Merchants, June 2017, Australia

www.glaetzer.com

2015 Glaetzer Anaperenna
PRESS REVIEWS
Wine Current
5 Stars
Winemaker Ben Glaetzer leaves his experienced, confident fingerprints all over this. It showcases great depth, good balance,
tang and complexity with good purity of fruit and firm underpinning, but not overworked or overblown. Involved aromas of
baking spice, savory herbs, espresso roast and dark cherry/berry and plum fruit abound. A gusher of spice, ripe mulberry, black
plum and black currant coat the palate infusing the lengthy, tang-laden, balanced finish and aftertaste. The ripe, fine-grained
tannins are easily handled by opening 2020 to 2035 – an inspired choice for the cellar.
Vic Harrandine, Wine Current, April 2017, Australia www.winecurrent.com

The Great Australian Red
Silver Medal
The Great Australian Red Competition, Matthew Jukes & Tyson Stelzer, September 2016, Australia
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